Aluminium Louver Doors & Window IUCAI-AALM Product Range
Serial
Number
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Numbering

IX2TLC80

IX3TLC90

Name

Features

1.The use of high water retaining edge, sash interior, easy
installation.
2.Upper and lower rails with wide-track design, double pulley, sliding
80Two-track
doors and windows to run smoothly.
non3.Profile section superior mechanical properties, high wind pressure
breaking
strength.
bridge sash
4.High window, good economy.
5.Optional fan yarn ordinary nylon gauze and stainless steel steel mesh.
6.Broken bridge material and non-bridge material to choose from.

1.The use of high
installation.
90Three- 2.Upper and lower
track non- doors and windows
breaking 3.Profile section
bridge sash strength.
4.Can be equipped

water retaining edge, sash interior, easy
rails with wide-track design, double pulley, sliding
to run smoothly.
superior mechanical properties, high wind pressure
with stainless steel steel mesh.

Schematic
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IG1PKC55

IX1PKC65

55Broken
bridge
energysaving
windows

65Nonbroken
bridge
windows

1.Mining profiles for the broken bridge, thermal insulation, sound
insulation superior performance.
2.Adopt double-channel sealed insulating glass, air-tightness,
watertightness, excellent sound insulation.
3.High-quality stainless steel hinges or standard European hinge.
4.Can be made into indoor and outdoor two-colour windows of different
colours, to achieve the purpose of the window colour and indoor and
outdoor environment.

1.Profile for the bridge of this design, mechanical properties to meet
the requirements of different environments.
2.Adopt double-channel sealed insulating glass, air-tightness,
watertightness, excellent sound insulation.
3.Continental hinge or invisible stainless steel hinges to meet the
installation requirements of different customers for easy removal and
installation.
4.Gauze fans made of stainless steel mesh, two-point lock, with antimosquito and security features.
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IG1PKC85

IG1PKC100

85Broken
bridge
energysaving
windows

1.When there are high winds the style greatly reduces the risk of people
suffering from the cold because the style disperses the wind flow.
2.The use of nylon PA66, insulation, heat insulation, sound insulation,
set the advantages of insulation materials in one bridge.
3.Continental hinge or stainless steel hinges can be used to open, to
meet the installation requirements of different customers.
4.Can be made into indoor and outdoor two-colour windows of different
colours, to achieve the purpose of the window colour and indoor and
outdoor environment.

1.Frame width of 100mm, gives a rich, stylish and safe look.
2.The use of nylon PA66, insulation, heat insulation, sound insulation,
set the advantages of insulation materials in one bridge.
100Broken 3.Continental hinge or stainless steel hinges can be used to open, to
bridge
meet the installation requirements of different customers.
energy- 4.Can be made into indoor and outdoor two-colour windows of different
saving
colours, to achieve the purpose of the window colour and indoor and
windows outdoor environment.
5.Optional security security grid, the user has security features.
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IG1PKC110

1.The use of nylon PA66, insulation, heat insulation, sound insulation,
set the advantages of insulation materials in one bridge.
2.Continental hinge or stainless steel hinges can be used to open, to
meet the installation requirements of different customers.
110Broken 3.Can be made into indoor and outdoor colour windows of different
bridge
colours, to achieve the purpose of the window colour and indoor and
energy- outdoor environment coordination.
saving
4.Gauze fans made of stainless steel gauze, multi-point lock, with antiwindows mosquito and security features.
5. Optional security security grid, with security features.
6.Glass optional magnetic or electronic built-in louver, is conducive to
adjusting lighting, blocking direct sunlight, and more suitable for
office space.

80Nonbroken
IX1TSC801
bridge
single pull
window
1.Airtightness, watertightness and sound insulation that can not be
compared with the traditional way of opening.
2.With the use of screens, can play a pest control, dust-proof effect.
3.Open does not take up interior space, flexible, easy to clean.
80Nonbridge
IX1TSC802
double pull
window

Anti-theft
two push
screens 1.Product Features: Mosquito control, pest control, tampering, antitheft, anti-fall, corrosion-resistant.
2.Features: High-performance two-way locking system, built-in spring
switch, more beautiful and safer, more convenient to use, save space.
Three anti- 3.Applicable window type: outside the window, hanging window.
theft push
window
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IX1TLSC2

11

IX1TLSC3

12

1.Mosquito control, pest control, corrosion resistance
2.Anti-theft strength, to prevent damage or snakes, rats, flies,
Anti-theft
mosquitoes and other animals invasion.
35 flat
3.Prevention of fall objects, can effectively protect the elderly living
IX1PKSM35
open screen
room and children playing.
door
4.The interior is always bright and natural, easy to open and easy to
escape.
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IX1KDJM46

1.Widely used in offices, restaurants, shopping malls, channels and
other crowded places.
2.Beautiful shape, simple lines, close structure.
46KFC door 3.Can be opened inside or outside, open up to 180 degrees.
4.Frame fan line pressure line, there are different slot pressure line
to choose from, you can install single glass or insulating glass.
5.Accessories optional world axis or floor spring.
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IX2ZXTM14
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IX3ZXTM14
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IX2ZXTM20
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IX3ZXTM20

1.4 twotrack nonbreaking
bridge
sliding
door

1.Widely used in senior clubs, kitchen, living room, bedroom, home
gardens and other space compartment.
2.Profile with European standard metal notch, double hook lock body to
connect multiple lock points, but also enhance security, theif
tampering.
3.Door with anti-swing anti-shake device, stainless steel under the
rail, so that the process of sliding light, no noise, no shaking.
1.4 three- 4.Dual EPDM sealant strip, the use of pressure balance principle to
track non- achieve wet and dry seal.
breaking 5.There are two tracks, three track and package edge line for selection.
bridge
sliding
door

2.0 twotrack nonbreaking
1.Widely used in luxury villas, senior clubs, large hotels, home gardens
bridge
sliding and other space compartment.
2.Imported hardware accessories, compact structure, flexible operation,
door
without shaking, super wind pressure and shock resistance.
3.Double decorative effect, the look from the indoor warm and elegant,
woth the look luxurious from the outside, improves the quality of
2.0 three- buildings.
track non- 4.Optional hollow shutter system to enhance the sliding system.
breaking 5.There are two tracks, three track and package edge line for selection.
bridge
sliding
door
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IX1YGF140

IX1LBS99

140 sun
room

1.Outdoor recreation building the best choice!
2.With unique design and function, to home, office decoration brings a
new visual enjoyment and comfort experience.
3.Compact structure, reasonable stress, the overall strength, with the
broken bridge windows, sliding doors, swing doors and other matching.
4.Simple and generous, to meet different architectural styles of
matching the needs of the roof shape.

1.The use of aluminium alloy manufactured for Villa products.
2.Low cost, short construction period, quick investment, strong
99
earthquake resistance and pollution-free, which is complient to the
aluminium theme of energy saving and environmental protection which is foreseen as
villas
a bright future for the Villa industry.
3.Has good wind resistance, durability, thermal insulation, fire
resistance and many other advantages.

